Possibility of Drug-Drug Interaction in Prescription Dispensed by Community and Hospital Pharmacy
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Abstract

Objective: To analyze the use of all subsidized prescription drugs including their use of drug combination generally accepted as carrying a risk of severe interactions. Methodology: In a cross sectional study, we analyzed all prescriptions (n = 1014) involving two or more drugs dispensed to the population (age range 4 - 85 years) from all pharmacies, clinics and hospitals. Data were stratified by age and sex, and frequency of common interacting drugs. Potential drug interactions were classified according to clinical relevance as significance of severity (types A: major, B: moderate, and C: minor) and documented evidence (types 1, 2, 3, and 4). Result and Discussion: The growing use of pharmacological agents means that drug interactions are of increasing interest for public health. Monitoring of potential drug interactions may improve the quality of drug prescribing and dispensing, and it might form a basis for education focused on appropriate prescribing. To make the manifestation of adverse interaction subside, management strategies must be exercised if two interacting drugs have to be taken with each other, involving: adjusting the dose of the object drug; spacing dosing times to avoid the interaction. The pharmacist, along with the prescriber has a duty to ensure that patients are aware of the risk of side effects and a suitable course of action they should take. Conclusion: It is unrealistic to expect clinicians to memorize the thousands of drug-drug interactions and their clinical significance, especially considering the rate of introduction of novel drugs and the escalating appreciation of the importance of pharmacogenomics. Reliable regularly updated decision support systems and information technology are necessary to help avert dangerous drug combinations.
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1. Introduction

Drug-drug interactions (DDIs) have received a great deal of recent attention from the regulatory, scientific, and health care communities worldwide [1]. A drug interaction is defined as the pharmacologic or clinical response to the administration of a drug combination differing from that anticipated from the known effect of the 2 agents [2]. A clinically significant interaction between 2 drugs is said to have occurred when the therapeutic or toxic effect of one drug is altered as a consequence of co-administration of another drug. Some knowledge of the pharmacological basis of how one drug may change the action of another is useful in obtaining those interactions that are wanted, as well as in recognizing and preventing those that are not [3]. There are different types of interaction. Interaction that may result in a change in the nature or type of response to a drug is pharmacodynamic interaction [2]. Pharmacokinetic interactions encompass alterations in ADME (Absorption, Distribution, Metabolism, Excretion). Pharmacokinetic DDIs are indirect in that the perpetrator either inhibits or induces the metabolic clearance of the substrate object drug which results in augment or reduces the clinical effect of object drug due to change in systemic plasma concentration [4].

Pharmacoepidemiologic studies, mostly carried out in Europe and the Americas, have found varying rates of potential DDIs, ranging from 5% to 80% [5]-[8]. Factors that have shown consistent association with the presence of potential DDIs in previous studies included polypharmacotherapy [9]-[12], age [2] [10], gender, main diagnosis and medication and the number of physicians that a patient visits, [13]-[15]. Studies conducted in various mainly western countries on incidence and causes of prescribing potentially hazardous drug combinations in general practice [16] [17] and potential determinants of drug-drug interactions associated dispensing in community pharmacies [18].

With present observational study, we evaluated the prevalence of drug-drug interactions among the dispensed medications in the vicinity of Karachi. We have utilized the database [19] to check the interactions and evaluated the risk as major, moderate and minor. And different factors that are significantly associated with the possibility of potential DDIs were also been study.

2. Methodology

In our cross sectional study, we analyzed prescriptions involving two or more drugs dispensed to the population (age range 4 - 85 years) from different areas of Karachi (n = 1014). The total study sample of 1014 prescriptions was randomly stratified by age group sex, and frequency of common interacting drugs, presence and severity of interactions. We have utilized the database to check drug-drug interactions from the drugs.com website as previously utilized by Stephany Duda in 2005 [20].

We excluded incomplete prescriptions. Further we classified them on the basis of mechanism of interaction, severity of interaction as major, moderate and minor, presence of mono or Polypharmacy etc. All these data is gathered, analyzed and presented in the form of tables and graphs as frequencies and percentages. Significant associations are also analyzed by using standard statistical method on SPSS version 21 (Figure 1).

3. Results and Discussion

In a total of 1014 prescriptions we have found n = 608 (60%) prescriptions without any DDI and remaining n = 406 (40%) had at least one interacting combination with 13% major, 17% moderate and 10% minor interactions (Figure 2). Potential drug interactions were classified according to clinical relevance as significance of severity as (types A: major, B: moderate, and C: minor) and documented evidence (types 1, 2, 3, and 4)—for example, subtype C4 indicates an minor interaction with greater potential clinical relevance than that classified as subtype C1 and thus A4 subtypes were marked as lethal and life threatening to the patients and needs strict interventions. Clinically relevant minor potential drug interactions that could be controlled by adjusting the dose (type C) were found in 8.1%. Potential interactions that might have serious clinical consequences (type A) were found in 2.8% of the prescriptions. Of the potential type focal interactions were between potassium supplements and potassium sparing diuretics—a combination that may result in severe and even life threatening hyperkalaemia [21] [22].

With the increased availability of new drugs and their concomitant use with other drugs, there has been a rise in the potential for adverse drug interactions as demonstrated by the recent withdrawals of newly marketed drugs because of unacceptable interaction profiles. Therefore, the interaction potential of a novel compound has to be evaluated in detail, preliminary with preclinical in vitro and in vivo exercises at candidate selection and conti-
nuously followed up through preclinical and clinical development [21]. Different variables that are in close association with potential DDIs are summarized in Table 1. Poly pharmacy is use of multiple medications (as using ≥3 drugs) has been shown to drug-drug interactions particularly in the geriatric population [21] [23]. When presence of drug interactions were cross tabulated with age groups of patients, a highly significant relationship is found with p < 0.005 (chi-square test). Major interactions were found to be in prescription of patients age between 16 - 49 years (adult) with n = 202 interacting prescriptions (with 73 major, 68 moderate, 61 minor). Further possibility of interaction in Patients with ages between 50 years and above (elderly) n = 144 (with 47 major, 72 moderate, 25 minor) and prescription for pediatric patients n = 61 (with 17 major, 28 moderate, 16 minor) (Figure 3). The prevalence of drug-drug interactions (DDIs) in a geriatric population may be high because of Poly pharmacy. The most important mechanisms for drug-drug interactions are the inhibition or induction of drug metabolism, and potentiating or antagonism. Interactions involving a loss of action of one of the drugs are at least as frequent as those involving an increased effect [24]. Physicians with a responsibility for elderly people...
Figure 3. Correlation of age with possibility of drug-drug interaction.

Table 1. Different variables associated with possibility of drug-drug interactions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>N (No of prescription)</th>
<th>N (Prescriptions with interaction)</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age Group</strong></td>
<td>Elderly</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>53.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>559</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>36.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peds</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>32.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>42.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>34.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of Therapy</strong></td>
<td>Monopharmacy</td>
<td>788</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>48.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polypharmacy</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pharmacy is Hospital or Community</strong></td>
<td>Hospital Pharmacy</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>39.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Community Pharmacy</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>40.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Significant values (p < 0.05). **Highly significant values (p < 0.005). Chi-Square test of association is applied.

in an institutional setting should develop a strategy for monitoring their drug treatment. For those interactions that have come to clinical attention, it is important to review why they happened and to plan for future prevention. Not only prescriber but also dispenser has great responsibility regarding this age group [25]. Among female adult population rate possibility of interactions are high (n = 287) 42.96% as compare to male adults prescriptions (n = 120) that is 36.68% within the gender (p < 0.005) (Figure 4). We targeted on three drug-drug interactions that involve usually used medications which turn out specific poisonous effects diagnosable with body information. Patients with polygenic disease treated with sulfonylureas, like glyburide, are unit in danger for hypoglycemia once taking sulphonamide antibiotics, partly as a result of these medication inhibit glyburide’s metabolism by the cytochrome P450 2C9 (CYP 2C9) catalyst system. digoxin toxicity will simply develop in patients at the same time treated with clarithromycin as a result of the latter inhibits P-glycoprotein, thirty one a multidrug efflux pump that promotes the renal clearance of digoxin [22]. Hyperkalaemia is common among patients treated with angiotensin-converting catalyst (ACE) inhibitors, and therefore the concomitant use of potassium-sparing diuretics will precipitate critical hyperkalaemia [24]. Polypharmacy was defined as using ≥3 drugs [21]. Among a total of 1014 prescriptions 788 prescriptions were of Poly pharmacy (77.7%) and among those, 388 prescriptions (48.9% of multi-drugs prescription) had interactive drugs. A total of 226 prescriptions were of 2 or >2 or < 3 drugs and only 19 have interactions (p < 0.005) (Figure 5). Polypharmacy is highly prevalent in the elderly due to an increased number of co-morbid disease states that accompany aging. Hypertension is one common disease that can be challenging to treat in the elderly due to the body’s physiologic changes, potential risks for side effects, medication interactions, and decreased medication adherence [26]. Chronic diseases are common among the older population. The aging process results in altered metabolism and excretion of medications, and deficits in cognition and senses. Incidence of adverse drug reaction and interactions is increased with
polypharmacy. The risk for an adverse drug event is 13% with the use of two medications, but the risk increases to 58% for five medications [27]. This study demonstrates that a clinical pharmacist providing pharmaceutical care for primary care patients in all age groups can reduce inappropriate prescribing and possibly adverse drug effects without adversely affecting health related quality of life. Although the occurrence of interaction in females were not fatal to life but can be easily avoided if prescription were cross checked under the supervisions of clinical pharmacist. Computers are present in every modern dispensary and can reduce the likelihood of some drug-drug interactions [28] [29]. However, computers sometimes fail at this important task because of a lack of regular updates, or because recurrent warnings of an insignificant interactions (minor) nature fatigue the operators and lead them to override more significant ones. And DDI frequently lead to side effects in older adults [30]. Observance for early detection and management to avoid drug interaction were conjointly scrutinized and inspected from our information prescription. To subside the manifestation of adverse interaction, management strategies must be exercised if two interacting drugs has to be taken with each other, involves: Adjusting the dose of the object drug; Spacing dosing times to avoid the interaction. In some cases, once it’s necessary to administer interacting drug combinations, the interaction is managed through close laboratory or clinical observance for the proof of the patients; advance processed screening systems [29] [31]. The pharmacist, conjunction with the prescriber incorporates a duty to make sure that patients are attentive to the chance of side effects and an appropriate course of action ought to occur. With their elaborated data of medication, pharmacists have the flexibility to relate sudden symptoms experienced by patients to potential adverse effects of their drug medical aid. The apply in clinical pharmacy conjointly ensures that ADRs are decreased by avoiding medication with potential facet effects in prone patients. Thus, pharmacist incorporates a major role to play in relevancy hindrance, detection, and coverage adverse drug interactions [32].

4. Conclusion

In a health care system, collaborative efforts of prescriber and dispenser are very important to make the therapy highly beneficial for the patients. The results of our study have quantified the issue which highlights that major-
ity of interactions (around 17%) are those who were easily avoidable just by modifying dose or dosing intervals. Further use of database by professionals for rechecking prescriptions before dispensing should be encouraged and a pharmacist should not only have skills but also have authority to make necessary interventions in the prescription when required.
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